CALIFORNIA AVOCADO COMMISSION
MARKETING COMMITTEE WEB CONFERENCE MINUTES
January 7, 2020
A web conference meeting of the Marketing Committee was held on Tuesday, January
7, 2020 with the following people participating:
MEMBERS PRESENT
Gary Caloroso
Phil Henry
Bob Lucy
Andy Lyall
Carson McDaniel
Doug Meyer
Steve Taft
MEMBERS
PARTICIPATING VIA
WEB CONFERENCE
Jessica Hunter
Denise Junqueiro
Bob Schaar
Peter Shore

CAC STAFF PRESENT
Monica Arnett
April Aymami
Tom Bellamore
Zachary Benedict
Dave Cruz
Jan DeLyser
Angela Fraser
Ken Melban
Tim Spann

OFFICIALLY PRESENT
PARTICIPATING VIA
WEB CONFERENCE:
John Lamb, CAC Board
Chairman

MEMBERS NOT PRESENT
Andy Bruno
Ed McFadden
Sofia Schlapkohl
GUESTS PRESENT
Dave Anderson
Jennifer Baker
Carolyn Becker
Hillary Brandaw
Wayne Brydon
Lauren Kelly
Candace Hollar
Marji Morrow
Steven Muro
Susan Hughes
John Lamb
Doug O’Hara
Laura Paden
Matt Schraut
Angela Tallant
Temra Wald
Rebecca Wojcicki
Sean Wright

ITEM #1 ROLL CALL/QUORUM
The Marketing Committee (MC) teleconference meeting was called to order at 10:07
a.m. by Bob Lucy. A quorum was established.
ITEM #2 OPPORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC COMMENT
Mr. Lucy asked for a moment of silence to remember California avocado grower Sam
McIntyre, who recently passed away.
ITEM #3 CONSENT CALENDAR
Mr. Caloroso moved to approve the Consent Calendar, including minutes from the
February 26, 2019 and May 8, 2019 meetings. The motion was seconded by Mr.
McDaniel and unanimously approved. MOTION 20-1-7-1.
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ITEM #4 DISCUSSION ITEMS
AMRIC Handler Forecast – Item 4.A.
Ms. Aymami noted that the 2018-19 California avocado crop totaled 216.8 million
pounds, with 203.8 million pounds of Hass, 11.7 million pounds of Lamb Hass and 1.1
million pounds of other varieties including GEM. She shared the December 2019
AMRIC handler survey, which resulted in a forecast of 369 million pounds of California
avocados. This is close to CAC’s budget of 365 million pounds. The first quarter through
March is estimated at 12 percent, 87 percent is expected to move from April through
September, then about one percent in October. The four-year historical trend indicates
more volume would be harvested earlier. Peak California avocado volume is estimated
to be in the weeks before Memorial Day and Fourth of July.
Mr. Meyer asked if handlers historically underestimate the first quarter. Ms. Aymami
noted that there may be some conservatism because actual shipments have historically
been impacted by weather and market conditions during this period. Mr. Lucy noted that
last year Mexico’s volume dropped in April which led to needing California volume at
that time. Mr. Henry commented that the four-year average had three years of drought
and other weather factors and that now, growers should be seeing some recovery from
those years since the trees are healthier. Some Committee members noted that the
overall forecast might be on the lower end of a forecast range. Timing could be
impacted by rain in the coming months and if the market is favorable, more growers
might be interested in picking earlier.
2019-20 California Crop Projection, Timing and Sizing – Item 4.B.
Ms. Becker advised that retailers are asking to know with as much lead time as possible
when they will have a window for promotion of California avocados; this information
makes a big difference in retailer commitment.
Growers provided mixed reports on sizing, with Mr. O’Hara noting sizing is good and the
fruit is already eating well. Mr. Schaar noted that sizing in some areas still has a way go
and some growers might hold on harvesting for sizing.
Generally, Committee members agreed with the 369 million-pound forecast to start.
Expectations were that picking won’t start all at once due both to fruit sizing and labor
availability/labor costs being a big factor. Initially there may be a high percentage of 60s
or smaller fruit, and it was noted that export may be critical to help move this early
volume.
2020 Import Crop Estimates, Timing and Sizing – Item 4.C.
Mexico has forecast a crop of 2.1 to 2.2 billion pounds from July last year – through
June this year. This is a slight increase in volume over last year and it was noted that
they are being more aggressive with trade promotions. There is a forecast of two 70
million-pound weeks leading into Super Bowl. It was noted that Mexico’s forecast to the
U.S. may vary if they ship more fruit to other countries. Committee members advised
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that Mexico currently is shipping a larger percent of number two grade avocados,
perhaps 25 percent or higher.
Peru last year shipped 183 million pounds. Their budget this year is for 180 million
pounds, but some importers think it will be closer to 200 million. There is more early
acreage in the north – they have very good weather now and bloom has been good.
They may send smaller fruit to the states earlier than their usual June start. However,
maturity level of the fruit may also be a factor. It was noted that multiple years in the
past it was expected that Peruvian shipments would start early but that did not happen.
Colombia volume is too light to be a factor, nor was Chilean fall fruit this year.
2019 Avocado Attitude and Usage Tracking Study – Item 4.D.
Ms. DeLyser noted that this study will show some differences that are resulting from
years of being outspent by Mexico. Ms. Wald presented a summary of the results of the
tracking study showing that consumers in California and the West still prefer California
avocados and they continue to rate them the best in key attributes. She also noted
differences vs. prior years, including a rise in awareness for Mexico. Mr. Lucy asked if
recent bad publicity for Mexico impacted the study. Since the survey was conducted in
August-September, only news that occurred prior to they would have had an impact.
The big fall stories like and the negative L.A. Times article occurred after the study.
Continual monitoring is important. Ms. DeLyser replied to a Committee member
question about how the tracking study information is communicated to customers,
noting that CAC distills the salient points into sell sheets that the Retail Marketing
Directors present during customer calls.
2018-19 Year-End Dashboard – Item 4.E.
Ms. DeLyser advised that the report was sent along with the Marketing campaign
highlights.
California Avocado 2019 Export Program – Item 4.F.
Mr. Cruz summarized 2019 South Korea promotions included sampling at E-Mart, a
foodservice promotion with JULIO Restaurant and cooking classes conducted by a
celebrity chef resulting in Korean blogger Instagram posts. Mr. Melban secured
$200,000 in Market Access Program funding for 2020 and CAC will work with the same
agency as last year, INR. This will mean an earlier start, with the intent to help move
early small fruit
California Avocado Consumer Marketing (2020 Media Plan and Creative) – Item 4.G.
Ms. DeLyser and Mr. Bellamore explained the evolution of the marketing campaign and
how beneficial it is that media has evolved as California market share has become
smaller and it is critical to targeting CAC’s spend to California avocado consumers. Mr.
Wright of MullenLowe explained the new campaign tagline, the “The Best Avocados
have California in them”, pointing out that CA is in the middle of the word avoCAdo. He
shared examples of campaign creative. Ms. Hollar of MullenLowe shared the media
campaign, which includes more outdoor advertising in California this year. Committee
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members noted some concern about clarity of the California communication on some
executions and it was explained they were viewing mock-ups, not final art. Generally,
the new direction of the campaign was well received. Ms. DeLyser will send information
about Waze users in response to a request by Mr. Lucy. The media calendar was
presented. Ms. DeLyser advised that CAC also has funding for customer-specific
promotions that can start before the media schedule or occur later as needed for actual
crop conditions and customer needs.
Mr. Henry asked why some outdoor advertising started before the rest. Ms. Hollar
advised those placements had strong reach, and the timing is to kickstart awareness of
the California avocado season.
Ms. DeLyser summarized a potential new initiative to launch an e-commerce store
selling promotional California avocado merchandise. Ms. Wojcicki explained how the ecommerce store would work, showed potential merchandise and noted a goal to launch
in May if there is Board approval at the February Board meeting. The Marketing
Committee was enthusiastic about the concept. There were questions about the
objective (to get California avocados fans to be brand evangelists by wearing/using
branded merchandise) and about how will the financials work. Ms. Arnett explained that
the project will not use HAB funds, so it won’t need USDA approval. Ms. DeLyser noted
that CAC’s intent is for the project to be self-funding in the future, but that it would
require initial investment to get started.
Industry Updates – Item 4.H.
Mr. Bellamore advised that consultant Jim DeLizia will help the CAC Board with
strategic planning during the February and May Board meetings, considering if CAC
should stay on track with strategic direction or make changes, as well as look at criteria
for who should “take the reins” next.
Mr. Melban provided an update on access to China, noting CAC is trying to get
California avocados included in phase one of the upcoming access agreement. He will
ask handlers to confirm if they want to be included.
CAC will conduct the third and final round of one-day food safety training sessions this
year, February 19 in Fallbrook and Feb 20 in Ventura. The cost is $35 per person,
which is a great value and sign-ups are going quickly.
Ms. Aymami announced that field meetings will be held in Santa Paula January 28 and
in Fallbrook on January 29. The topics will include crop forecasts and “all things related
to the crop”.
Mr. Lucy asked about the sustainability project, noting that the December focus groups
were very well done. Mr. Melban advised that CAC discussions on next steps are
ongoing and that there is no messaging yet. He advised that the industry needs to be
prepared with data to back up any messaging that could come about with a
sustainability initiative. In response to a question about the percent of California growers
who are GAP-certified, he noted that Primus doesn’t share the same reports as USDA
used to, citing confidentiality, therefore the percentage is not known. Handlers noted
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increasing pressure from customers to have that information and it was suggested that
handlers should ask their growers to provide the information.
ADJOURN
Mr. Lucy adjourned the web conference meeting at 11:55 a.m.
Submitted by:

___________________________
Jan DeLyser, CAC Staff
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CALIFORNIA AVOCADO COMMISSION
AB 2720 Roll Call Vote Tally Summary
To be attached to the Meeting Minutes

Meeting Name:
Marketing Committee
Meeting

Meeting Location:
California Avocado Commission,
12 Mauchly, Suite L, Irvine, CA 92618

Attendees Who Voted

Andy Bruno

MOTION
20-1-7-1
Not Present

Gary Caloroso

Yea

Phil Henry

Yea

Jessica Hunter

Yea

Denise Junqueiro

Yea

Bob Lucy

Yea

Andy Lyall

Yea

Carson McDaniel

Yea

Ed McFadden

Not Present

Doug Meyer

Yea

Bob Schaar

Yea

Sofia Schlapkohl

Not Present

Peter Shore

Yea

Steve Taft

Yea

Outcome

Unanimous
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CALIFORNIA AVOCADO COMMISSION
MARKETING COMMITTEE WEB CONFERENCE MINUTES
June 3, 2020
A web conference meeting of the Marketing Committee was held on Wednesday, June 3,
2020 with the following people participating via web conference:
MEMBERS
Gary Caloroso
Phil Henry
Denise Junqueiro
Bob Lucy
Andy Lyall
Carson McDaniel
Ed McFadden
Doug Meyer
Doug O’Hara
Peter Shore
Debbie Willmann

CAC STAFF
Monica Arnett
April Aymami
Tom Bellamore
Zachary Benedict
David Cruz
Jan DeLyser
Angela Fraser
Ken Melban

MEMBERS NOT
PARTICIPATING
Jessica Hunter
Steve Taft
Angela Tallant

GUESTS
David Anderson
Carolyn Becker
Candace Hollar
Kathleen Johnson
Lauren Kelley
Kim Kurata
John Lamb
Martin Pagh Ludvigsen
Scott Model
Marji Morrow
Steven Muro
Laura Paden
Bryan Reugebrink
Samantha Schaitberger
Brittney Theriault
Sean Wright

ITEM #1 ROLL CALL/QUORUM
The Marketing Committee (MC) teleconference meeting was called to order at 10:02 a.m. by
Bob Lucy. A quorum was established.
ITEM #2 OPPORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC COMMENT
Mr. Bellamore summarized how the business of the California Avocado Commission (CAC)
is continuing its work during the pandemic. He mentioned that a campaign video that was
sent to California Avocado growers showcasing CAC’s marketing campaign had also been
sent to Committee members on Tuesday.
Mr. Lucy called for public comment and there was none.
ITEM #3 DISCUSSION ITEMS
2019-20 California Crop Projection, Timing and Sizing – Item 3.A.
Ms. Aymami reported on the crop projection including the April grower survey, which had an
excellent response rate representing 25,000 acres. The result was an estimated harvest
yield of just over 373 million pounds compared to 369 million pound starting forecast. She
noted that field meetings were not held due to safer-at-home-orders, but she did have
phone calls with the field managers. Most felt the crop might be even a little bit larger. Ms.
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Aymami noted a 55/45 north/south volume split and commented that last season, for the
first time in many years, San Diego County and Ventura County were within 1 million
pounds of each other. The handler survey, which was conducted with AMRIC handlers in
April, also yielded 373 million pounds.
Mr. Lucy noticed that bin counts have dropped a bit in the last few weeks. He expects the
that 60 million-pound weeks may remain for June and July but believes August and
September could increase. He requested Committee member comment. Some members
from the north indicated harvest ranging from 50% to about 80% complete, noting that many
growers are concerned about summer heat and Peru coming in. Some are waiting for fruit to
size and are hoping for favorable summer weather. In the south the harvest was estimated
at about 50% complete, with expectations to be finished by the end of July.
It was noted that good rainfall and minimal heat waves so far this year have helped the
trees. Bloom was described as decent to great, with excellent flush setting up for a good
harvest next season.
2020 Import Crop Estimates, Timing and Sizing – Item 3.B.
Ms. Aymami shared the HAB forecast for Mexico and Peru and pointed out that some total
volume weeks could hit mid-60 million to 70 million pounds.
Mexico: Mr. Caloroso noted that Mexico is forecasting June to have 35-36 million-pound
weeks until the July Flora Loca crop; they may try to hold the Loca crop. They anticipate
less production in June vs. May and also less in July-August than June. Mexico has the
volume but does not want to over supply the U.S. Luckily, demand for avocados has been
very high during this situation and is expected to remain strong. The Commission and
Avocados From Mexico promotions should help. Others noted that Mexico has not had rain;
that could delay timing and we need to keep an eye on that. It is also possible that their
volume may continue to crowd the market into July. Sizing in Mexico is running strongly to
60s and 70s.
Peru: Mr. Lucy advised that volume from Peru was delayed about 3 weeks due to dry
weight, normally the north would be earlier. Europe is not pulling projected volumes, so the
Peru forecast of 180-200 million pounds may go into August and September. Peru has
strong programs to support their volume. There was agreement that compared to the HAB
estimate Peru’s volume may be closer to 10 million pounds per week. There is a lot of
volume “on the water”.
Mr. Lucy noted a lot of retailers want to go to California the next three months and was
encouraged about the marketing programs to come.
Marketing Programs Update – Item 3.C.
Ms. DeLyser summarized how the Commission made numerous changes to the marketing
plans due to COVID 19 and more recently the social unrest. She thanked staff and agencies
for the “yeoman” work to change plans and programs quickly. Becker, Anderson, and Kurata
have been offering support to customers – not pushing – by letting customers know the
Commission is ready to help with programs when they are ready. Ms. DeLyser showed a
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summary of what has changed: consumers had to stay home so there was a need to pivot
multiple marketing programs. CAC held back on outdoor and increased streaming video,
which is performing well. Its Twitter buy was suspended due to negativity in the channel.
Marketing via Pinterest is holding strong. Some events and other activities that could be
cancelled were, while others were delayed. CAC is continuing audio on Spotify and Pandora
with the new campaign. Custom content continues to promote California Avocados, being
where the target consumers are. Eater is an example of pivoting a program, using
illustration when they could not do photography during the stay-at-home orders. The
Commission will continue to monitor and will not do any activity just for activity’s sake,
instead adjusting as needed. For example, this week the team put a temporary pause on
Facebook and Instagram due to social unrest.
Social and digital content shifted to helpful content for consumers such as washing and
storage, then shifted to do helpful activities with California Avocados. (On hold this week.)
The PR team has been in crisis management mode with information and advice, as well as
continuing to work with top-tier influencers. The Commission has continued the bloggers’
activity with on ongoing content through their channels. For California Avocado Month Golin
developed creative ideas including a virtual event instead of an in-person restaurant event.
Chef Jordan Kahn created an eight-course California Avocado meal delivered to influencers’
homes. CAC also is shifting its grove tour to a virtual tour via a video.
Ms. DeLyser also summarized various programs including the new Living Well program,
retail communications, export and foodservice. She noted the integration of the new
marketing campaign across the various channels and programs.
Ms. Becker noted that she is working on programs for bagged 60s and 70s and still being
creative with promotions because most retailers do not want a lot going on in-store. Mr.
Anderson noted getting Walmart on board will boost volume and distribution at Publix and
HEB will help with smaller sizes. Ms. Kurata noted that the foodservice program stopped
completely in March then started a comeback with Del Taco starting a fresh guacamole
promotion after a year off last year. The foodservice team has brought on new accounts
(Ike’s Love & Sandwiches, Norm’s) and they are in discussion with other operators, showing
support. The Committee discussed the return of foodservice volume with differences of
opinion about the extent and concerns that the current situation and social distancing
regulations will continue to put a damper on volume.
Mr. Benedict summarized website redevelopment program. Ms. DeLyser noted the ecommerce project was delayed due to the pandemic but is in progress with a late
summer/early fall launch.
Mr. Lucy suggested gathering the data for grower/packer donations – not to put it out to the
press, but just in case questioned if the industry did its part to help the community.
Committee members expressed appreciation to the marketing team for the marketing
programs while working remotely through the pandemic, as well as the extra distribution
outlets. They noted California needs to be strong against Peru in the west with their volume,
programs and price.
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Industry Updates – Item 3.D.
Mr. Melban noted that California got access to China after trying for 15 years. One handler
tried to ship a load but there were issues that required cancelling the shipment.
Regarding the USDA Farmers to Families Food Box program the Commission is neutral;
CAC wants avocados to be included if growers can get the right price.
USDA’s Coronavirus Food Assistance Program did not include avocados in their bucket
one; they decided January 15 through April 15 the industry was not hurt enough to qualify.
CAC needs to have accurate data to share any impact of loss in price directly related to
virus if USDA opens the program beyond April 15.
Mr. Lucy asked if any growers were experiencing challenges with labor? Mr. Melban has not
heard of any, noting we have seen some of the largest harvest weeks this season.
Previously there had been concerns about not having enough labor, but so far growers have
been fortunate. There was one issue in a packing facility that was handled well. Everyone
needs to remind workers of best practices in and out of the field. Mr. O’Hara noted
harvesting contractors are responsible for worker health; training has been strong and no
issues have been reported.
ADJOURN
Mr. Lucy adjourned the web conference meeting at 11:38 a.m.
Submitted by:
___________________________
Jan DeLyser, CAC Staff
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Consolidated Top Marketing Accomplishments for FY 2019-20
1. COVID-19 brand and staff protection: the CAC Marketing team’s ability to quickly and
continuously adjust marketing plans and programs to meet the challenges of 2020 and the
changing needs of our targeted customers and consumers (program pivots, remote working,
adoption of new technologies)
2. “The best avocados have California in them” advertising campaign creative and launch
3. Implementation of campaign media plan through numerous hurdles
a. Successfully pivoted media plans to meet consumers where they were, at home,
during the pandemic; Hulu was the best performing media site on awareness,
favorability and purchase consideration
b. 288.4 million consumer media impressions, including offline, online and social media
c. More than 9 million impressions from outdoor advertising with billboards in Los
Angeles and San Diego, and a BART train wrap in the Bay Area
d. More than 32 million impressions from audio advertising (Spotify and Pandora, with
2.8 million video views)
e. More than 153 million impressions and 89 million video views from digital brand
advertising
f. Digital Custom Content: a custom recipe destination on Eater’s site, featuring six
original recipes. Since photography was not possible during stay-at-home directives,
Eater created beautiful custom illustrations
g. Instagram influencer content via Social Native featured California Avocado-inspired
dishes
h. CAC purposefully decreased participation in some social channels due to social
upheaval and negative conversations, sharing content on select channels such as
Pinterest and YouTube with posts that provided helpful information
i.
CAC’s performance on YouTube was a standout with a 60% increase in
subscribers and 11.1 million video views, a 270% increase vs. prior year
ii.
More than 24 million impressions and 5.5 million engagements from
season-long advertising across top social platforms
4. The results of the new campaign and CAC marketing activities: big gains in unaided and
aided brand awareness, rebounds in consumer perceptions
a. Successful InstaPanel results
b. Successful Nielsen results
c. Rebounds on consumer ratings in Tracking Study plus positive new insight
5. Launch of California avocado merchandise shop
a. Developed business model, designed website, designed and sourced merchandise
and arranged for product fulfillment
b. Distributed a press release and conducted media outreach to both local and national
consumer publications, highlighting California as the inspiration behind the new
collection; the program garnered 45 million impressions, including an exclusive story
in Delish
6. The CaliforniaAvocado.com website rebuild, resulting in significant improvements in overall
website speed and ease of updating on content management system by staff
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7. Year-Over-Year increases in organic (unpaid) website traffic during COVID-19 to recipe
pages and key educational pages
8. Strategically pivoted PR activities from traditional in-person activations to safe, contactless
events that continued CAC’s momentum during the peak of the season
a. Hosted various virtual media dinners across four cities (Los Angeles, Portland,
Sacramento and Seattle) for California Avocado Month and CAC’s Summer at Home
program, engaging a total of 57 top-tier media and influencers, such as Eat Seattle,
Seattle Foodie Podcast and Willamette Week
b. The PR team strategically moved to different themes throughout the season due to
COVID-19, such as swapping “Olympic Summer Games” for “Grilling Greatness” in
July, due to the Olympics being postponed to 2021, and swapping “Picnic MustHave’s and Must-Do’s” for “California Lifestyle” in August, due to social distancing
requirements, and to align with CAC’s overarching theme, “the best avocados have
California in them”
9. CAC partnered with six blogger advocates across different themes (health, wellness and
lifestyle) and seven additional inspirational bloggers to amplify content during peak season
(June – July)
a. The blogger advocate program secured more than 3 million blog post impressions,
and more than 35 million social media impressions, resulting in a total of 38 million
impressions during the span of the program (March – September)
b. Expanded CAC’s blogger partnerships to encompass diverse backgrounds and
perspectives
10. CAC partnered with three vloggers and one recipe developer to create CAC-owned content
for the website and social channels
11. The Scoop Blogger program resulted in 10 new videos and 12 new recipes/blog posts for
CAC to share on its website and social channels
12. Living Well Brand Advocates spread the good news about avocado nutrition along with
California Avocado key messages on CAC’s blog, their own social channels and TV
appearances
13. CAC support of changing customer needs during the pandemic and resulting retail and
foodservice programs, including retail communications program that reached nearly 10
million retail shoppers with editorial feature ads, recipe programs, TV coverage and other
customized programs
a. 9.3 million video views from social-retail advertising, hyper-targeted social for each
participating retailer, including store location data to drive users to grocery stores
carrying California Avocados
b. Albertsons/Vons/Pavilions: CAC and AVP stepped into the digital online ordering
world this year with an integrated promotion of a Just for U digital coupon offer on
bagged avocados, custom signs and social media
c. Costco: utilizing the quality brand assets available from CAC, Costco produced a
video for a smoothie using California Avocados, which they then shared across their
Facebook and Instagram channels in June 2020. The results were overwhelming in
regard to reach, impressions and engagement. CAC reengaged with Costco for a
subsequent campaign recognizing the impact on Pinterest activity as a result of
COVID, using that medium drove similar results in July
d. Gelson’s: is always a season-long supporter of California Avocados. This year’s
strategy was to promote more frequently in the whole category. Sales contests
quarterly shifted the attention to a different sku of California Avocados each time.
Custom recipe signs were presented on produce displays and a TV segment for the
recipe produced great consumer awareness of California Avocado growers
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e. H-E-B is the market share leader in Houston, Central and South Texas. CAC
executed a branded, online digital coupon for extra-large fruit, primarily sourcing the
Lamb Hass variety, late July into early August. The offer was buy 2 get 1 free. H-E-B
conducted over 17,000 transactions (51,000 avocados) in a 12-day period. This was
a unique opportunity to use California Avocado brand assets on an online shopping
portal during COVID to call out the availability of California Avocados to H-E-B
shoppers
f. Hy-Vee stores are located across eight different states in the upper Midwest. Unique
to Hy-Vee is the placement of a registered dietitian in each store. CAC sponsored
the RDs in July to showcase California Avocados in store, on their social media
posts and channels, on numerous media appearances (television, radio and
podcast). Additionally, Hy-Vee featured California Avocados in ad, with specific call
out to origin, and supported in-store with display bins and recipe pads
g. King Soopers (Kroger division in Colorado): conducted a sales contest in stores,
using CAC’s display bins and promoting in feature ads. This promotion turned the
division out of Mexico for several weeks and into California. Sales soared
h. Kroger Stores operates the western divisions of Ralphs, Fry’s and Smith’s located in
Southern California, Phoenix and the Salt Lake City/Las Vegas market areas. This
season a digital coupon offering was executed via their respective websites.
Consumers were given the opportunity to save $1.00 on 4 California Avocados, any
size. The Kroger corporate office ran avocado advertising to support the promotion
with secondary displays at retail. Redemption came in very high, resulting in over
150,000 units sold during the key August selling timeframe
i. Nugget Markets: CAC worked with Nugget Markets for the first time in a long time to
promote California Avocados in stores. Another well-executed integrated program,
Nugget created custom posters for in-store, ad flyers that pinpointed the locations of
where the avocados are grown and featured social media and blog posts to
communicate with consumers
j. PCC Community Markets: PCC is a loyal supporter of California for season-long but
not always active to promote. CAC developed a program to promote organic bags –
isolating a promotion to prove how many more sales and volume they could drive,
without having to discount on price. PCC was pleased with the sales and volume
results
k. Raley’s: a co-promotion with CA GROWN brought a unique promotion to Raley’s and
California Avocados. Raley’s Happy Hour at Home promotion pulled together custom
recipes, display bins in stores, TV segment coverage and social media. It culminated
with a visit from the California secretary of agriculture visiting a Raley’s store and
photographed by the California Avocado display
l. Sam’s Club and Walmart executed a digital advertising campaign on their respective
websites utilizing a sophisticated geo-targeted delivery mechanism to shoppers
located near stores and clubs merchandising California Avocados. Ads were
designed using brand assets, and in many cases closely mirrored “the best
avocados have California in them” campaign creative. The call to action in these ads
was “Ad to cart” which allowed the viewer to purchase California Avocados through
the ad they were being served on the Walmart or Sam’s website or app
m. Save Mart / Lucky Supermarkets has the central valley of California as their key
customer base. This year, the Commission worked with them to design an integrated
promotion strategy. Integrated from buying, to merchandising in CAC’s display bins,
a sales contest, a grower profile that ran in a full-page ad feature and printed on instore signs. It all wrapped up with social media posts and ad flyers
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n. Schnucks is the market share leader in St. Louis, and stepped up this season with an
expanded program featuring online digital coupons, offered to their club members,
along with a unique recipe ‘boost” program that involved featuring California
Avocados in numerous recipes featured on their weekly email blast to club members.
This was branded, with the California Avocados brand logo and supported across the
Schnucks social media channels as well
o. Smart Foodservice Wholesale Stores: another first-time promoter, Smart
Foodservice Wholesale Stores carries several skus focused on high-count bags and
avocado bulk flats to promote. Social media was also used to enhance the promotion
with direct emails to their customer base
p. Stater Bros. Markets: a consistently good supporter of California Avocados each
year, however, not always one to do a lot of promotions. This year Stater Bros.
committed to promoting sooner and more frequently. And, from CAC’s
recommendations on testing sales with bagged avocados in a larger size, it resulted
in a new sku for their stores and even more promotions. As of November 6, Stater
Bros. Markets was still selling California Avocados
q. Supermercado mi Tierra Supermarkets: a goal of CAC this year was to work with the
local California Hispanic markets to create windows for them to promote.
Supermercado mi Tierra located in northern California became a frequent ad
promoter, used California Avocado display bins and educated consumers on the
local grown, quality avocados
r. The Fresh Market operates 159 stores in seven states, primarily in the Southeast
U.S. They are a “start early and stay late” supporter of California Avocados. Starting
the season with CAC-sponsored backroom handling posters, moving to mid-season
display/sales contest and closing out the season with a stellar package of branded
digital and print ads with similarly branded imagery on in store signage across the
multiple display locations featuring California Avocados
s. Secured eight new California-based foodservice chain partners during the 2020
season: Erik’s Delicafe, Ike’s Love & Sandwiches, Islands Restaurants, Mixt, Norm’s
Restaurants, Sharky’s Woodfired Mexican Grill, Super Duper Burger and Wahoo’s
Fish Taco
t. Secured a total of 12 foodservice chain partners during the 2020 season, including
Del Taco, Flame Broiler, Habit Burger and Rubio’s Coastal Grill
14. Trade Research and Communications
a. Updated research to confirm “California” value and “California Avocado” brand
remain positive among restaurant patrons – especially among CAC’s geographic
target
i.
Four out of 10 consumers look for California as a source of origin on food
and beverage at retail and foodservice
ii.
Avocado is the strongest associated crop with “California”
iii.
More than half of consumers (51.9%) want to see California Avocado at
the restaurants they visit
b. A Market Basket Study uncovered that shopper engagement is at its peak when and
where California Avocados are most plentiful at retail and detailed cross promotional
opportunities
c. Retail trade ad integration with consumer campaign including The Snack magazine
two-page advertising spread with peel-off avocado
d. LinkedIn program – (a B2B social platform) launched March 5 adding trade
connectivity and doubling followers to 526
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e. Covid-19 Retail Sales Trackers report developed in response to the Covid-19
pandemic to measure the pulse and changes of the retail marketplace
f. Retail Trade ad custom e-newsletters in The Produce News and The Shelby Report
g. Marketing Program materials – a graphically compelling information resource
developed to highlight the California Avocado difference for retailers
h. Trade PR impressions: 9.9 million despite having fewer marketing activities to report
on due marketing program cancellations
i. Increased foodservice PR impressions over goal by 714%, even with the loss of a
print magazine mid-year
j. Leveraged foodservice virtual events and new paid media opportunities to position
brand and messaging in front of core targets
k. CAC maintained a leadership position in the produce industry via sponsorship and
participation in virtual trade shows
15. Asset augmentation – dozens of new recipes and beauty shots that will help for future
consumer and trade outreach
16. CAC received the Produce Business Marketing Excellence Award for the ninth consecutive
year
17. Strategic emphasis on marketing and promoting California Avocados vs. the avocado
category
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